British television comedy has often ridiculed the complexities and characteristics of social class structures and identities. In recent years poor white socially marginalised groups, now popularly referred to as "chavs", have become a prevalent comedy target. One of the most popular and controversial television "comedy chavs" is Little Britain's fictional teenage single mother, Vicky Pollard. This paper examines the representation of Vicky Pollard in light of contemporary widespread abuse of the white working class. Highlighting the polysemic and ambivalent nature of Vicky Pollard's representation, the paper argues that whilst Little Britain's characterisation of Vicky Pollard largely contributes to contemporary widespread demonization of the working class, there are moments within Little Britain when a more sympathetic tone towards the poor working class may be read, and where chav identities are used to ridicule the pretensions, superficiality, and falsity of middle-class identities. The paper concludes that television comedy has been, and continues to be, a significant vehicle through which serious concerns, anxieties, and questions about social class and class identities are discursively constructed and contested.
Introduction
Sending up the dynamics and intricacies of the British class system has been a central ingredient of British television comedy since the 1950s. From Club Night (BBC 1957) through to The Royle Family (BBC 1998 (BBC -2000 (BBC , 2006 (BBC , 2008 class struggles, differences, and tensions have been a source of comedy on the small screen.
i Recently Andy Medhurst has argued that the "history of sitcom here has been preoccupied, to the point of obsession, with class" (2007, 145) . However, whilst
there is a wealth of critical analyses of the comedic representations of other locations of identity, such as gender (Andrews 1998; Chambers 2005; Gray 1994; Henry 2004; Hole 2003; Kirkham and Skeggs 1998; Porter 1998) , sexuality (Battles and HiltonMorrow 2002; Gray 1998; Meyer 1994; Simpson 1998; Zizek 2000) , and race and ethnicity (Howells 2006; Husband 1988; Medhurst 1998; Malik 2002; Pickering 1994 ), a comparatively small number of detailed critical analyses of British class comedy exist (Crowther and Pinfold 1987; Medhurst 2007; Wagg 1998 ). Mills argues that this neglect is partially explained by the lack of "visible groups fighting for the better depiction of social classes" (2005, 148) .
This paper redresses this imbalance through a close analysis of class representations in a popular and controversial British television comedy sketch show -Little Britain (BBC 2003-present) . Particular attention is given to how this sketch show represents a specific socially marginalised group popularly known as "chavs".
The paper explores the comic treatment of "the chav" through qualitative textual analysis of chav teenage single mother Vicky Pollard. The paper focuses on Vicky
Pollard's physical characteristics, her use of language, her character "defects", and the narratives in which she is embedded in order to explore how the representation reproduces, or challenges, stereotypical portrayals of socially marginalised identities, and to what extent Little Britain reproduces conventional comedic class discourses.
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Class comedy in context
A number of inter-related and overlapping themes dominate British comedic televisual representations of class. Medhurst (2007, 145) usefully identifies five main discursive themes that underpin class comedies. These include: comedies based on clashes between members of different classes who are portrayed as having little, if anything, in common (e.g. Keeping Up Appearances, BBC 1990 -1995 ; comedies focussing on the difficulties of upward class mobility (e.g. Hancock 's Half Hour, BBC 1956 -1960 ; comedies serving to reinforce the central social position of middle classes (e.g. My Family, BBC 2000-present) ; comedies undermining and critiquing the social position of middle classes (e.g. Ever Decreasing Circles, BBC 1984 ;
and others seeking to ridicule the experiences, lifestyle and behaviours of specific social classes (e.g. Wayne and Waynetta Slob in Harry Enfield and Chums, BBC 1994-1997; Absolutely Fabulous, BBC 1992 , 2001 .
ii
In one of the few analyses of British television comedic representations of social class Stephen Wagg argues that across 50 years of British television comedy, successful sitcoms have often "hinged on ideas of authenticity and pretension in class identities: one central character may be pompous/aspiring/convinced s/he is better than all this, only to be trumped, time and again, by a doggedly unreconstructed companion" (1998, 2; see also Bowes 1990) . For example, in
Steptoe and Son (BBC 1962 (BBC -1965 (BBC , 1970 (BBC -1974 rag and bone man Harold Steptoe's repeated attempts to climb the social class ladder are persistently surpassed by his contented and unpretentious father, Albert Steptoe. Wagg (1998) also identifies four other trends underpinning comedic British television portrayals of social class.
Firstly, there is a dominance of middle class and upper class representations and fewer working class portrayals, resulting in a failure to acknowledge the existence of the working classes. This trend is also reflected in American television comedy
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5 (Butsch and Glennon 1983; Crowther and Pinfold 1987; Butsch 2003) . As Mills notes, the implication of this pattern in social class portrayals is that it:
"reinforces power structures in which not only are such people denied access to the medium, but that the content of their lives is not deemed worthy of broadcast through it … [and that] this is a result of the demographics of the television industry whose staff are overwhelmingly middle class" (2005, 149) .
In addition to avoidance of working class representations three other trends identified by Wagg include a favouring towards "the tipster, the travelling salesman, the wheeler-and-dealer" character; an affection for "an aristocratic stereotype: effete, bumbling and possessed of extremely cumbersome names"; and finally, an interest in middle/upper class "media and showbusiness professions" (Wagg 1998, 4-5) .
These trends can be seen in Only Fools and Horses (BBC 1981 (BBC -2003 , To the Manor Born (BBC, 1979 (BBC, -1981 (BBC, , 2007 , and Drop the Dead Donkey (Channel 4, 1990 (Channel 4, -1998 respectively.
iii These comedic class representations are important given television comedy's significant socio-political role. Comedy character types and characteristics need to be easily recognisable and understandable to enable viewers to appreciate the jokes.
Comic failure is likely to result if too much thought is required to understand the joke (Palmer 1994) . Thus comedy characters often draw on wider socio-cultural beliefs and assumptions about specific people and individuals. Stereotypes, as a representational strategy, are often used in television comedy to ensure immediate recognition of groups and individuals Tuck 1982/1996) . The characters in one of the most memorable comedy sketches from the 1960s, the "Class" sketch in The Frost Report (BBC 1966 (BBC -1967 , which satirises the complexities of the British class system, are funny not just because of the way they as an indicator of the ways in which the audience it's produced for feels about individuals and groups", or at least, "the kind of audience the broadcaster wishes it to be" (Mills 2005, 101-5) . Changing comedic representations reflect social and attitudinal developments across time. This was clearly illustrated in the anti-racist and anti-sexist shifts in social attitudes that led to the rise of Alternative Comedy in the late 1970s/early 1980s (Pickering and Littlewood 1998; Wilmut and Rosengard 1989) . It is in this sense that Medhurst (2007) describes comedy as a "cultural thermometer". It is to the "cultural temperature" of social class in contemporary
Britain that we now turn.
The emergence of the chav
The figure of the "chav" and comedic portrayals of chavs are clearly caught up in a number of changing social and political conditions. Despite political and theoretical announcements of the "death of class" and claims that we're living in "classless society" (Clark and Lipset 1991; Holton and Turner 1989; Pakulski and Waters 1996) , there are clear indications that British working class inequality and poverty has increased in recent years. iv Dorling et al. (2007) found that the gap between the richest and poorest in society is the widest it has been for 40 years, and
Bladen, Gregg and Machin (2005) have identified how social mobility is declining in Britain.
Further, it has been widely argued, for example by Crompton (1998 ), Scott (2000 , Mount (2004) , Lawler (2005) , Skeggs (2005) , and Hayward and Yar (2006) (Lawler 2005, 797) . Class inequalities and class identities are fluid and dynamic, continually being socially negotiated, renegotiated, and reconfigured through both macro (capital) and micro (symbols and representations)
processes (Skeggs 2004; see also Lawler 2005) . The symbolic and cultural class signifiers have become increasingly important so that:
"working-class people are not primarily marked as lacking and disgusting through their poverty, but through their assumed lack of knowledge and taste.
To be sure, they may be implicitly vilified through a suggestion that they are not spending their money properly -as in critiques that they are now the prey of a vacuous consumer culture -but this implied lack of thrift is in itself assumed to come from a lack of knowledge and taste which would, presumably, enable them to 'see through' consumerism" (Lawler 2005, 800;  emphasis in original).
Thus class inequalities are determined by a set of pathological consumption practices (Hayward and Yar 2006, 9) , which serve to personalise class identities and class inequalities. The importance of economic capital has been replaced, or at least, supplemented, by cultural capital (Bourdieu 1984) . As a result of the increasing importance of these symbolic and cultural class markers, over the last 3-5 years a new social class vocabulary has emerged in Britain (Tyler 2008 Unlike earlier class discourses of the late 1980s and early 1990s which focussed on the sphere of production and economic position, contemporary chav discourses focus "not on the inability to consume, but on the excessive participation in forms of market-oriented consumption which are deemed aesthetically impoverished" and the "problem" with chavs is that "they consume in ways deemed 'vulgar' and hence lacking in 'distinction' by superordinate classes" (Hayward and Yar 2006, 14; emphasis in original) . Thus in the sphere of consumption chavs wear the "wrong" type of clothing (Burberry caps and Kappa tracksuits), wear too much jewellery (too many sovereign gold rings, thick gold necklaces, ankle-bracelets, and large hoop earrings), wear too much gaudy cheap make-up (or wear too much tangoorange fake tan), binge-drink on cheap lager, and listen to the wrong kinds of music (rap music, "cheesy dance"). The term chav has become synonymous with "ignorance, poverty and violence" (Walker 2008, 1) .
Recently The Fabian Society called for a ban on the word chav due to its denouncement of a "voiceless group". It noted that although the middle classes "have always used language to distinguish themselves from those a few rungs below them on the ladder … this is something new. This is middle class hatred of the white working class, pure and simple" (2008 Aah, push it, push it, ah, push it, push it real good".
Little Britain has become one of the most talked about programmes on contemporary television. The first episode of the third series had viewing figures of 9.5 million (which accounted for almost 40% of the television audience) (Bennett, 2005 It is to Vicky Pollard that we can now turn our attention.
Comedy chav: The case of Vicky Pollard
Vicky Pollard is a fictional character played by Matt Lucas. Vicky Pollard appears in every series of Little Britain, and is included in the opening sketches of both series 1 and 2. She also appears in 5 out of the 6 episodes of Little Britain USA. She is a single-mother teenage delinquent from the West Country. Through
Vicky Pollard we can see a combination of two popular discursive epithets in the class lexicon of difference -the single mother, and the unemployed teenage delinquent (Nunn and Biressi 2008) . Hayward and Yar (2006) identify the chav in completely incomprehensible, and her catchphrases include "no but yeah but no but yeah but no", "shut up!", "don't go giving me evils", which she says in her thick
Bristolian accent. Vicky's accent serves to position her low on the social hierarchy.
As Medhurst explains, different accents are used symbolically to convey social status -"comic characters in many of Shakespeare's plays speak in prose, often use regional dialect and come from the 'lower' social classes, whereas tragic characters speak in poetry, use dominant forms of language and come from 'higher' social echelons" (2007, 16 responses to it. This ambiguity will be taken up again later in the discussion when examining Vicky as a contemporary "unruly woman".
Vicky is sexually active -excessively so. She has twelve children fathered by numerous men, constantly talks about her and her friends having (real or imagined) sex -being "fingered", going to "third base", being "felt-up", making "fanny farts", people seeing her or her friends "wookey hole", "forest of dean", "Muller Fruit
Corner", "Strawberry Mivvi" -and refers to herself and her peers as "slags", "slagbags", and "bitches". In the Roasting sketch (series 3, episode 3) Vicky tries to convince PR guru Cliff Maxford that having met a group of footballers she "ended up (Skeggs 1997 (Skeggs , 1994 , animalistic (Weeks 1981) , and associated with undisciplined physicality, such as prostitution (Dodd and Dodd 1992 ). Yet, as will be discussed later in the discussion, such excessive sexuality, like the grotesque body, is ambiguous and instead of symbolising "chav-loutishness", it may articulate an active rejection of middle class modesty and disciplined behaviour.
There is ample evidence to suggest that Vicky Pollard's character reinforces the class-based contempt of chavs evident elsewhere in popular culture. Numerous
Vicky Pollard sketches may be interpreted as ridiculing the perceived stupidity and lack of knowledge of chavs. To take one example, in the Classroom 2 sketch (series In the first episode of series 2 in the Supermarket sketch we see Vicky attempting to steal pic-n-mix sweets by putting them down her tracksuit trousers (although most of the sweets are simply falling through the tracksuit legs onto the floor). Noticing a security guard watching her Vicky asks: "What are you looking at, pervert?" to which the security guard replies, "I told you before, you've got to put the pic-n-mix in a bag".
Vicky replies: "God you're so racist." as she puts sweets into a pic-n-mix bag. She as Steptoe and Son (BBC 1962 (BBC -1965 (BBC , 1970 (BBC -1974 and Only Fools and Horses (BBC 1981 (BBC -2003 . However, the social and political resonance of the Vicky Pollard characterisation is amplified as it taps into the widespread contemporary stream of abuse for white working class groups and individuals seen elsewhere in British popular culture.
In the Supermarket sketch, and other sketches, such as Police Station (series 2, episode 4), Blazin' Squad (series 2, episode 5), Lottery (series 3, episode 6) we witness a manifestation of "the tipster, the travelling salesman, the wheeler-anddealer" theme evident in comedic class discourses identified by Wagg (1998) , which, to date, has largely been the preserve of male characters (King 2002) . Vicky tries to trick police officers into believing she witnessed a robbery in order to receive a £10,000 reward, attempts to convince a bouncer that she is friends with members of the band Blazin' Squad and should be allowed backstage to meet the group despite not having the required backstage pass, and endeavours to convince a newsagent that she has won the lottery jackpot with her homemade lottery ticket. Such comedic chav representations reinforce Harding's (2006) observation that all groups and individuals who are "othered", are constructed as threatening social and moral order.
The perfomative dynamics of a male middle-class actor playing a female delinquent unemployed single mother reinforces Tyler's view that "the vilification of the chav can be interpreted as a symptom of a middle-class desire to re-demarcate class boundaries with in the context of contemporary consumer culture" (2008, 22) .
As a popular British comedic technique drag offers the comic performer opportunity to play with power and status differentials. King observes that a woman dressing as a man is less comical or absurd due to increased access to "power and resources" that results from the female-to-male drag. Whereas for a "man to dress as a woman is to trade downwards, in patriarchal terms, a seemingly less 'rational' and therefore potentially more comic manoeuvre" (2002, 141) . Thus men may cross-dress because they wish to be taken humorously. Cross-dressing is not simply confined to issues related to gendered identity. Senelick (2000) argues that aspects and questions of class, power, spectacle and the visible are brought to the fore in crossdressing. While the dynamics of males masquerading as females apply to Matt
Lucas playing Vicky Pollard, the absurdity is further extended due to the social class masquerade. Here we witness a middle class male masquerading as a working class female, where the "trading downwards" in gender terms is coupled with downward trading in class terms -a middle class person masquerading as working class again is less "rational" (and more comical) given the lack of social, economic and political opportunities and privileges afforded to the working classes, compared to the middle classes.
Vicky Pollard has had extraordinary socio-political influence, which highlights the significance of fictional comedic television characters in our everyday sense making. The term "Vicky Pollard" has become synonymous for "chav", and for some, such as Daily Star journalist Diamond, Vicky Pollard represents a "genuine social type" (Tyler 2008, 28) . Vicky Pollard, and her negative comedic connotations, have been used to deny individuals and groups opportunities, and has been used as a term of abuse. There have been press reports of Primary School Heads writing to parents complaining that children were using language not welcome within the school gates due to them repeatedly using Vicky Pollard's "No but yeah but not but yeah"
catchphrase (Sapsted 2005) , a contestant on the reality television show The X-Factor (ITV 2004-present) was prevented from proceeding to the next round of the contest because she resembled Vicky Pollard, and in political debates measures have been proposed with the specific aim of preventing the creation of "a generation of Vicky Pollards" (see Tyler 2008) .
No but yeah but no … complex comedy chavs
For Tyler Vicky Pollard has "become entrenched and condemned as a negative figure" (2008, 28) . The above analysis lends itself to this interpretation of Vicky Pollard, and suggests that the Vicky Pollard character is firmly situated within the widespread vilification of chavs. However, such analysis offers one political reading of the Vicky Pollard character, and fails to acknowledge the complexities inherent in comedic discourses. Features that would be removed from serious discourse -ambiguity, contradictions and interpretive diversity -are fundamental features in comedy (Mulkay 1988; Fine 1983; Koestler 1964) . A number of highprofile "comedy controversies" have occurred due to ambiguity in the meaning, motive, and intent of comedic discourse. For example, diverse interpretations were made of Alf Garnett, the central character in the 1960s television situation comedy (BBC 1965 (BBC -1975 . xiii Although comedy writer Johnny Speight argued that Alf Garnett ridiculed the stupidity and ignorance of bigots, some viewers interpreted the programme, and the character Alf Garnett, as celebrating racism (Husband 1988 ). Pickering and Lockyer refer to this as the "Alf Garnett Syndrome", where "what is being satirised becomes a source of celebration among at least a section of the audience" (2005, (16) (17) . Medhurst usefully identifies the ideological consequences of such interpretive diversity -whist comedy may be attacked as "divisive, exclusionary, in league with prejudice, a weapon of the powerful, an activity dedicated not only to supporting inequalities but also to cloaking them in an aura of inevitability", it can also be "unifying, inclusive, a weapon against prejudice, a voice for the marginalised, a way of exposing discrimination through highlighting its absurdities" (2007, 19) . King refers to this as a "double-edged potential" (2002, 145) , which permits comedy to "both question and reconfirm prevailing definitions ... giving it a potent but also ambiguous ideological potential" (2002, 129) . The Vicky Pollard characterisation and performance is ambivalent, contradictory and oppositional. Her But through the duration of these makeover programmes working class bodies are replaced and re-sculptured so they look more middle class -reflecting bodies that are controlled, policed and disciplined (see Wood and Skeggs 2004) , and become distanced from their working class bodies of excess. Vicky Pollard does not ascribe, nor attempts to ascribe, to the desire or need to re-sculpture her body so it reflects decorum and discipline. Nor does her small untidy and cluttered bed-sit subscribe to the clean and tidy living spaces endorsed on Western lifestyle programmes such as The ending to this sketch can be interpreted as an attempt to reveal and ridicule the pretentious nature of middle class domestic arrangements, or exposing the "reality" behind happy harmonious middle class families. Although earlier in the sketch the couple call each other "darling", Richard calls his wife "Beautiful", and on their return to their home (before they notice the party Vicky has thrown), Jennifer says to Richard "Hey -no yawning from you. The night isn't over yet!", Vicky's comment that she found Richard's "pornos", and calling him a "dirty bastard" uncovers Richard's secret, thus revealing the "true" nature of couple's relationship.
Till Death Us Do Part
Juxtaposing specious Richard with self-knowing Vicky who calls herself "like well a slag" (Call Centre sketch, series 3, episode 2) highlights the unpretentious character of chavs, and the pretentious nature of middle class identities and culture. As with other comedic working class characters Vicky never thinks of herself as being more than she actually is. (2008, 133) . A dimension of this hypocrisy is illustrated by the middle classes, who on the one hand denounce chav culture for its binge-drinking unruly behaviour, but who on the other will happily economically exploit chavs and will invite them into their middle class homes to complete tasks that are poorly paid, and are based on irregular and unsociable hours (in this case, babysitting).
There are moments across the series when the narrative development proffers a more sympathetic stance towards Vicky and her life, where we, as the audience are encouraged to feel remorseful towards Vicky. In the At the Doctors sketch (Series 1, episode 6) where after examination Vicky's doctor confirms that she is eight months pregnant the doctor says :OK, Vicky. Well, um, I would strongly advise you, if you haven't already, for the sake of your baby, to give up smoking and drinking". Vicky replies "On my God I so can't believe you just said that! I smoked like once for two years when I was like nine and I only drink to numb the pain of my worthless life so you're well out of order". Further, in The Lottery sketch (series 3, episode 6) following accusation from the shopkeeper that Vicky has made her own (winning) lottery ticket Vicky replies: "… yeah but I did bit I didn't but I did but I didn't because I couldn't because I was actually busy doing two million hours community service and anyway I couldn't have made it myself even if I had actually wanted to actually because I can't read or write because I'm like totally lexdykslyk." Although
Finding (2008) suggests that some audience members watching the At the Doctors sketch may agree that her life is in actual fact worthless, such self-reflexivity and selfawareness demonstrated by Vicky Pollard is a stark contrast to the negative hypocritical behaviour demonstrated by many members of the middle classes (Burchill 2008) .
Discussion
Little Britain has maintained British television comedy's "obsession" (Medhurst 2007, 145) with class through its "comedy chav", Vicky Pollard. Class politics continue to be symbolically exercised in television comedy in complex ways.
Little Britain's relationship to contemporary shifting markers and understandings of class cultures and class identities is however both confirmatory and contradictory.
Comic characters have the ability to ridicule, as well as to be ridiculed, or to mock as well as to be mocked. Comic characters, such as Vicky Pollard, operate as significant vehicles for exposing the contradictory feelings that resonate around contemporary social class hierarchies. Although these contradictions may, to some extent, have underpinned early television comedic constructions of social class, the Vicky Pollard character has brought them to the fore in contemporary programming.
Vicky Pollard's excessive sexuality, body, and language, and lack of selfgovernance symbolically attaches negative value to chav identities and cultures, and constructs chavs as a threat to contemporary moral and social order. Thus Vicky Pollard's construction can be interpreted as contributing to the demonization of chavs evident elsewhere in popular culture. However, the above analysis cautions against You're laughing with them, not at them" (quoted in Hari 2005) . In this way the comic mode simultaneously permits the legitimation and exoneration of class stereotypes.
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When audiences exhibit what Lewis (1987) refers to as an "antijoke"
response, or what Billig (2005) calls "unlaughter", and criticise comedians or specific programmes for unfairly targettting specific classed groups or individuals, or causing offence to particular classes, they can retort, "it's just a joke" or that it was just fooling around. The "it's just a joke" response is "one of the most widely employed dodges in the history of man" (Goffman 1974, 331) , and can be used as a rhetorical strategy to curtain serious critical debate about the political implications of, and ethical limits to comedy (see Lockyer and Pickering 2005; . Further, the comedian can claim that comedy critic has "failed to get the joke", or has misinterpreted the butt of the joke. This rhetorical strategy becomes particularly significant politically if it is used as a defence for the repeated and routine mocking of specific class groups.
Little Britain, and the Vicky Pollard character in particular, has made "class differences and antagonisms explicitly visible" (Tyler 2008, 20) in contemporary British popular culture. Although some audiences may interpret and make sense of Vicky Pollard as a figure to hate, and others could interpret her character as more progressive and positive (or something in between these two interpretative possibilities), it is clear from the above discussion that television comedy has been, and continues to be, a significant discourse through which concerns, anxieties, and questions about class and class identities in Britain are discursively constructed and contested. ii Keeping Up Appearances follows the class struggles experienced by Hyacinth Bucket (which she insists is pronounced "Bouquet") as she attempts to appear as a member of a higher social class than she actually is. 
